Optionals for K12, K24 and K50

Magic Carpet EVO

Coating Belt for Partial or Total Covering
Have a look
at the video of
Magic Carpet!
3 zones band to totally
or partially enrobe the products,
its speed can be adjusted by a
speed variator. The output zone
(equipped with cutting tails) as
well is adjustable in speed and
height to avoid waste.
The coating area has an
adjustable vibration system for
dripping the chocolate.
Equipped with anti-congealing
lamps for the chocolate that flows
back in the tank.
It is possible to stop the loading area
of the trolley for precise positioning
of the product.
Equipped with release system for
cleaning of the part that is dirty
of chocolate.
Air flow, for removing the
chocolate in excess, with
adjustable nozzle.
Partial enrobing device
availabl e in 2 versions, single
shower or double shower for an
impeccable partial enrobing.
Equipped with accessory for a
uniform stracciatella enrobing.

Have a look at the video of
the accessories!

The «Easy Cut System» allows for a quick and easy
paper cut avoiding any slowdown in
the couverture cycle or damage
to the coating belt.
Equipped with a special
device to perfectly tighten
the paper.
Equipped with a special device
to adjust the alignment of the
conveyor belt to the machine
to be perfectly straight.
Clutch to avoid the break
of the conveyor belt during
the turn on.
Do-it-yourself replacing of the
metallic net possible thanks to
the patented quick system
Equipped with stainless
steel tap easy to be adjusted
to supply the arc diffuser to do
the total enrobing.

Patented
Available optional heated
casting plate equipped with
interchangable nozzle support.
Customized number of nozzles
depending on user’s need.
Available optional for partial
enrobing of the product
made of a diffuser, diffusing
pipe and net lowering
structure.

